Application of Big Data to Support Evidence-Based Public Health Policy Decision-Making for Hearing
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Ideally, public health policies are formulated from scientific data; however, policy-specific data are often unavailable. Big data can generate ecologically-valid, high-quality scientific evidence, and therefore has the potential to change how public health policies are formulated. Here, we discuss the use of big data for developing evidence-based hearing health policies, using data collected and analyzed with a research prototype of a data repository known as EVOTION (Evidence-based management of hearing impairments: public health pOlicy-making based on fusing big data analytics and simulaTION), to illustrate our points. Data in the repository consist of audiometric clinical data, prospective real-world data collected from hearing aids and an app, and responses to questionnaires collected for research purposes. To date, we have used the platform and a synthetic dataset to model the estimated risk of noise-induced hearing loss and have shown novel evidence of ways in which external factors influence hearing aid usage patterns. We contend that this research prototype data repository illustrates the value of using big data for policy-making by providing high-quality evidence that could be used to formulate and evaluate the impact of hearing health care policies.
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CURRENT PRACTICE IN HEALTH POLICY-MAKING

Demographic changes in populations due to increasing life span and the consequent increasing burden of chronic or age-related diseases have put pressure on governments to provide effective support and sustainable solutions to public health care issues (Lee 2003; Kehler 2019); however, because resources are limited, it is all the more important that they are distributed based on data-driven policies rather than on political and social agendas.

In general, the term “policy” describes a course of action, a roadmap, or a process that specifies how decisions are made and plans are carried out, so that goals within a society can be reached (World Health Organization 2019). Policies can inform and educate the population about health issues, ensure access to services, set goals for health services, and develop performance guidelines and standards (Institute of Medicine 1988). Policies are ideally constructed based on supporting scientific evidence. However, evidence-based policy-making is often suboptimal because scientific data that directly apply to the policy of interest are often unavailable. Further, when data are available, findings are often inconsistent, effect sizes are imprecise, variable measured are non-comparable, and/or there is evidence of publication bias (Orton et al. 2011; Oliver et al. 2014). As a result, policy-making processes are frequently steered by social contexts, political priorities, individual beliefs and preferences, social values, and the media (Larsen et al. 2012; Greer et al. 2017; van de Goor et al. 2017).

Like many others (Hernandez & Zhang 2017; Benke & Benke 2018; Mooney & Pejaver 2018), we contend that applying predictive analytics, machine learning, and statistical modeling to retrospective data combined with real-time prospective data collected on an ongoing basis from large numbers of people has the potential to change the status quo of policy-making. However, to date, little empirical evidence is available supporting this—the majority of publications discussing the application, advantages, and challenges of using big data in a public health context are merely hypothetical. Nonetheless, there are several studies that do illustrate how big data can be used for health policy-making purposes, as follows. Research has shown relationships between social media activity and new cases of infectious diseases (Young et al. 2014; Deiner et al. 2016), as well as relationships between geographically specific sentiments expressed via tweets about vaccinations and The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention-estimated vaccination rates by region (Saltathé & Khandelwal 2011). This suggests that information from social media can potentially provide rapid warning about the
spread of disease and/or content of needed public health campaigns. Aiming to improve cardiovascular health and delivery of health services, Tu et al. (2015) used clinical databases that held information about cardiovascular health and care in Ontario, Canada. The databases included electronic surveys, health administration, clinical, laboratory, drug, and electronic medical record databases. The study showed relationships between neighborhood walkability and air pollution and the predicted risk for hypertension and diabetes (Howell et al. 2019). Such findings have direct application to the development of public health policy. A third example of policy development from big data is the use of the US Veterans Health Administration’s electronic health record system for identifying and tracking complications from diabetes so that clinicians can be informed about patients at high risk from these complications, and care can better be coordinated (Luo et al. 2016).

These approaches could be applied to hearing healthcare, for instance, social media activity could be used to reveal audiological issues of concern among the general public so that public health campaigns about hearing awareness and activity could be developed; large scale real-world data about the physical and mental consequences of noise pollution could lead to policies about noise control and abatement; and electronic health records could be used to identify patients at risk of ototoxic reactions to medications, or who might need more support than usual to manage their hearing aids, leading to improved clinical guidelines.

Evidence-based policy-making has not yet fully gained acceptance, as illustrated by a statement from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (2017) that noted, “feeding high-quality evidence into policy-making remains difficult but is essential for improving public interventions. Governing better through evidence-informed policy-making, through big data use, requires building capacity for the effective use and demand of evidence at all levels of government.” However, with time, this will likely change.

It is acknowledged that policy-making will always be challenging, even when there is a strong evidence base for policy actions. This is because, while academic tools for generating evidence and policy-makers’ tools for generating public health policies progress in parallel, they use different languages, values, rewards, and timescales (Choi et al. 2005). Further, political knowledge and engagement will always be required to move evidence into practice, and political agendas will always influence this process (Orton et al. 2011; Andermann et al. 2016). Problems that require a rapid response solution will always arise, funds will always be limited, and policymakers will need the necessary skills in economics, statistics, and relevant scientific disciplines to interpret the evidence.

**BIG DATA IN HEALTHCARE**

Big data are relatively easy to collect in the context of health care because digitized data are available from many sources, such as electronic health records, pharmaceutical data, test results, clinical trials, sensors, wearables, mobile apps, social media, and behavioral and socioeconomic indicators (Raghupathi & Raghupathi 2014). Indeed, an increasing number of organizations have recognized the potential of using big data in the healthcare context to predict disease susceptibility, select an optimal therapy, improve prognostic models, understand responses to a particular intervention, and improve clinical decision-making (Obermeyer & Emanuel 2016; Polanczyk et al. 2019). Not only can big data be used to facilitate investigations of human behaviors and decision-making processes but it also can reveal patterns and associations that currently remain hidden (Ullah et al. 2017).

There are, of course, pitfalls with using big data to draw conclusions. These include inadvertent bias, breaches of privacy and security, issues around ownership of data, lack of transparency, challenges with integrating data from different systems, and the challenges with differentiating associations versus causal relationships among variables (Shiffirin 2016; Topol 2019; Yaffe 2019). Nonetheless, the application of big data to healthcare is inevitable (Murdoch & Detsky 2013), and indeed most companies that provide healthcare tools and interventions have embraced digitization (McKinsey and Company 2015).

As with other medical disciplines, big data approaches have been used by some in the field of audiology. For example, Mellor et al. (2018) applied big data mining of hearing aid data logging parameters with a view to using the findings to guide and assess hearing aid fitting procedures; Mahmoudi et al. (2018) used healthcare data from US Medicare recipients with self-reported hearing loss to examine the impacts of hearing aid use on hospitalizations and healthcare use, and Willink et al. (2019) conducted a cost-benefit analysis to Medicare of patients with hearing loss who used or did not use hearing care services. In the latter studies, hearing aid/hearing care usage resulted in substantial cost savings.

**HEARING HEALTHCARE POLICY-MAKING**

Age-related hearing loss is the third leading cause of years lived with disability (Vos et al. 2017), it has an annual estimated cost to Europe alone of between 555 and 675 billion euros depending on hearing aid ownership (Shield 2018), and has been described as one of the modifiable risk factors for dementia (Livingston et al. 2017). However, the population with hearing loss is underserved because few public health policies focus on prevention, intervention, and rehabilitation for age-related hearing loss (Reavis et al. 2016). On a positive note, the World Health Assembly recently ratified unanimously the 2017 Resolution on the Prevention of Deafness and Hearing Loss that highlights the urgent need for evidence to underpin the policy-making process for hearing care (World Health Organization 2017). Among other things, it noted that too few resources are allocated to build an infrastructure that improves financial access to hearing care through private or public healthcare coverage. The lack of public health policies supporting hearing healthcare has been attributed to a lack of evidence supporting policies around, for example, routine hearing screening for adults (Moyer 2012), intervention to promote hearing aid use (Barker et al. 2016), and support for bilateral as opposed to unilateral hearing aid fitting (Schilder et al. 2017). However, research supporting such policies is gradually changing this (Ferguson et al. 2017).

**THE EVOTION PROJECT**

EVOTION is an ongoing multisite study in which a research prototype of a public health policy decision-making platform is being used to illustrate how big data could provide an evidence base for formulating and evaluating the impacts of public health
policy. Retrospective clinical data are being analyzed in combination with data from prospective real-world data collected from multiple sources (see below).

Data collection is ongoing, and in parallel, the concept of a public health policy decision-making platform is being evaluated with potential stakeholders through a series of focus groups. A total of 979 participants have been enrolled in the study from three test sites in the United Kingdom (Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust, University College London, James Paget University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust), two in Greece (Hippokrateion Hospital, University of Athens and Athens Medical Center), and one in Denmark (Eriksholm Research Centre). With the exception of the Danish site, all participants were referred to the study following a routine audiology appointment. Some study participants were first-time users of hearing aids, others had used hearing aids in the past. All received routine clinical care during study participation. Participants at the Eriksholm site were recruited from a research database and were invited to participate based on their meeting eligibility requirements (age 18 years or older with mild to severe sensorineural HL, a Montreal Cognitive Assessment [MoCA] score > 22, being willing and able to use hearing aid for at least 2 hours a day, and being willing and able to use a smartphone).

The study requires three clinic visits, after which real-world data are collected over a period of 1 year. After being identified as a potential participant, individuals were informed about the study and provided with study information. Those willing to participate were scheduled to attend the first study visit at which study eligibility was checked, informed consent was obtained, standard audiological prehearing aid fitting assessments were made, and the Glasgow Hearing Aid Benefit Profile (Gatehouse 1999) was completed. In addition, participants filled out three study questionnaires: MoCA (Nasreddine et al. 2005; Konstantopoulos et al. 2016), the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (Zigmond & Snaith 1983; Michopoulos 2008), and the Health Utility Index Mark 3 (Horsman et al. 2003). At the second study visit, participants were fitted with standard Oticon Opn hearing aids that had been adapted to log information additional to that routinely collected. Specifically, on a minute-by-minute basis, the hearing aids log sound pressure levels, signal to noise ratio, hearing aid use behavior (i.e., changes made to settings), and the hearing aid settings themselves. Participants were fitted with one or two hearing aids as appropriate using the manufacturer’s fitting algorithm, and the hearing aid output was verified with real-ear measurement. Participants were provided with a mobile phone (Samsung Galaxy A3) for running the EVOTION study application (app), and which recorded their physical location. The EVOTION app also allowed participants to self-administer a variety of audiological tests (speech-in-babble, digit recall, pure tone threshold testing at 4kHz) to make self-ratings of hearing aid benefit and noise exposure and to conduct auditory training. The app was also used for transferring data from the phone to a data repository, as further described later. The third study visit took place 6 to 8 weeks after the hearing aid fitting. At this visit, the hearing aids were fine-tuned as necessary, and participants repeated the MoCA, Glasgow Hearing Aid Benefit Profile, Health Utility Index Mark 3, and Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale. Following this visit, data were collected automatically for 1 year from the hearing aids, EVOTION app, and mobile phone. On completion of the study, participants are permitted to keep the study hearing aids and the mobile phone. For further details about the study protocol, specific variables collected, and study design, see Dritsakis et al. (2018).

The data logged by the hearing aids are sent via a low energy Bluetooth connection to the mobile phone and encrypted. Once per day, when the mobile phone has enough power and good network connection, the stored encrypted data are transmitted to the EVOTION data repository and locally stored data on the mobile phone are deleted. Data in the repository are stored in an anonymized form.

The data stored in the data repository are being analyzed using big data analytics and modeling techniques. In the future, it is envisaged that the repository would be accessible via a user-friendly interface to a variety of different stakeholders, such as government organizations, healthcare providers, and clinical researchers. Stakeholders would input text-based queries into the repository to answer policy-related questions. Queries could be “bottom-up” or “data-driven” and could ask such questions as “What policies are indicated based on relationships between a number of variables in the dataset?.” Conversely, the stakeholder could submit a “top-down” query. That is, a stakeholder could submit a hypothesis-driven query to answer questions such as “Is a particular policy supported by data?” They would receive feedback on whether a user-specified criterion (e.g., significant effect size of differences between variables) has been reached. It will be possible to implement analytical workflows customized for any particular use case. For example, a significant relationship indicating that hearing aid uptake depends on an interaction between hearing aid subsidization and age from a bottom-up query might motivate an age-dependent hearing aid subsidization policy. For data variables with known causal relationships, based, for instance, on previous literature, stakeholders could also ask “What would the impacts of implementing a particular policy be?” and activate an analytical workflow that will first produce a predictive mixed model of the variables in question and then simulate outcomes of the dependent variable.

Currently, we are conducting data analyses with a preliminary dataset from the EVOTION repository that has been fully synthesized using DataSynthesizer (Ping et al. 2017). The dataset was generated with constraints to hide sensitive private information but to retain certain statistical information and relationships between attributes in the original data. This dataset is publicly available through zenodo.org (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2668210) and has been described in an accompanying open-access paper (Christensen et al. 2019b). To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first case of open-access real-world hearing aid data for research.

To date, we have used this synthetic dataset to develop a model that estimates the risk of noise-induced hearing loss by modeling the combined impacts of measured ambient noise from the hearing aid, estimated sound levels at the eardrum following hearing aid processing, the moderating effects of the hearing loss, and recovery from temporary threshold shift assessed using the app (Dudarewicz et al. 2018a). The model showed that a study population of bartenders were significantly more likely to suffer from >10 dB temporary threshold shifts due to noise exposure than the general population (Dudarewicz et al. 2018b). This type of analysis could be used to expand guidelines aimed at preventing noise-induced hearing loss among other populations.
We have also found evidence that environmental sounds are significantly associated with hearing aid usage patterns (Christensen et al. 2019a). This was done by applying a generalized linear mixed model to predict the hourly hearing aid usage (in minutes per hour) from the momentary sound environment encountered by the users. Here, the sound environment sampled every minute by the users’ hearing aids (five acoustic features, each in four frequency bands) were first quantified by three independent factors: sound pressure levels, sound clarity (i.e., the ratio between signal and noise), and sound variability within each hour of the day. These three factors were then used as predictors to model hourly hearing aid usage. As seen in Table 1, the data showed that greater hearing aid usage was significantly associated with higher sound and noise levels and more diverse sound environments. Because the predictor variables were significantly associated with hourly hearing aid usage, the model can be used to simulate a distribution of expected hearing aid usage in the population given changes to the sound environment. Figure 1 shows this in the form of a density histogram showing the observed, predicted, and simulated daily hearing aid use for the dataset. It illustrates that the predicted data are an accurate representation of the observed data and that the simulated data not merely represents a shift in mean hearing aid usage but also a change in the form of the distribution. A policymaker could use this information to simulate hearing aid uptake and usage if urban planning organizations were to project an increase in everyday acoustic noise due to changed requirements for official noise prevention initiatives. Note that, to validate the accuracy of such a simulation, the predictive performance of the model would need to be tested on data from subpopulations of a data repository that differ in their environmental sound exposure profiles.

Finally, we have examined the association between users’ absolute hearing aid usage, their physical activity levels and the sound environments they encounter. In Figure 2, we show the relationship between activity levels and daily average hearing aid usage times. Activity levels were derived using the GPS data to compute daily distance moved and dividing it with the daily hearing aid usage time in minutes, yielding activity defined as an average daily speed in units of meters per minute. The figure shows that higher activity levels are associated with more daily hearing aid use. While we cannot attribute a causal effect to these findings, such analyses can provide insight into the effect that hearing aid wear has on general life activities or vice versa and, thus, establish evidence concerning potential improvements in metrics with real-life relevance, such as quality of life scales.

A major advantage of a platform like EVOTION is the possibility of ongoing data collection which would mean that models could be continuously updated with every query. Not only could such a platform adapt to changing technologies and demographics but it could also document the impacts of policy, environmental, and societal changes over time, thus providing evidence to infer a causal association. This would also enable policymakers to assess whether a policy that has

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. Mixed-Model Coefficient Values With 95% Confidence Intervals in Parentheses for Predicting Hourly Hearing Aid Usage by Factors of the Sound Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable Usage (min/hr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound clarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* *p < 0.05. † †p < 0.01.

The constant indicates the overall mean usage in the population, which is almost 42 minutes per hour.

Fig. 1. Density histogram of observed daily hearing aid usage (gray bars) together with the model prediction (solid black line) and a simulation of usage times (solid red line with confidence intervals) given changes to the sound environment. The x axis represents daily hearing aid usage intervals (bin-centers). The width of each bin is 3 hr. The y axis represents the density, that is, how likely the different usage intervals are to occur. For the observed data, the density for a specific usage time is equal to the proportion of observed usage times within that interval, divided by the total number of usage times. The prediction is based on a linear mixed model of the observed hearing aid usage per hour predicted by acoustic parameters sampled by the hearing aids (see model coefficients in Table 1). The simulation was produced by increasing the observed levels by 20 dB SPL and decreasing the sound clarity by decreasing the signal to noise ratio by 5 dB SPL to mimic a scenario that worsens the sound environment for hearing aid users.
been implemented meets its objectives, whether the policy has had unintended consequences and change recommendations accordingly—this is typically a challenging step in policy-making (Basu et al. 2017).

**CAVEATS, CAUTIONS, AND FUTURE STUDY**

There are several caveats that must be considered when using big data. First, intervention-type simulations, such as, how much does Y change if X changes by this amount, require statistical methods that consider the causal effects among variables (Shardell & Ferrucci 2018). Care must be taken not to attribute causality when the association might be correlational. For example, the association we have found between the activity level and hearing aid usage could arise because hearing aid use leads people with hearing loss to be more active, or that when being active, people use their hearing aids more, or both could be confounded by a tertiary variable such as general health, that is, healthy people are active and wear their hearing aids.

Second, data collected and stored in any data repository like EVOTION are highly sensitive. If data are collected from hearing aids, the purchaser must be made aware of how the data are stored and collected and must be given the opportunity to opt-out of sharing their data. The opportunity to opt-out of data sharing can of course lead to bias in the data available for analysis. This necessitates some form of consent procedure. In addition, to conserve data privacy in accordance with General Data Protection Regulation, access to the data could only take place via a dedicated web interface that does not allow the extraction of any raw data points. Data privacy will always be a major concern and must impact how and by whom personal data in a data repository are accessed.

Finally, maintaining and accessing a platform like EVOTION will require technical, administrative, and financial support. Many questions about this remain. For example, how will the platform be maintained and by whom? Who will enter and own the data? How will stakeholders gain access to the platform? Who should those stakeholders be? With which manufacturers’ technology will it be compatible? And very importantly, how can we minimize sample bias when a data collection platform requires high-end hearing aids and use of a smartphone? Nonetheless, we believe our research prototype provides strong support that such a platform has huge potential value for policymakers, clinicians, and patients alike.

**SUMMARY**

Use of big data in healthcare and policy-making is still in its infancy, in part due to high costs, limited interoperability of information technologies, and privacy and security challenges. But all indications suggest that with time, big data will play a prominent role in healthcare and policy-making. We hope that our research prototype EVOTION platform illustrates the value of using big data for policy-making by providing high-quality evidence that could be used to formulate and evaluate the impact of hearing healthcare policies.
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